Gloriousnessess Ova Dumsz GOD

Paulett Angella Hemmings Courts of Affairs
Brandon Pointe Town in the State of Brandon
Located in the Mount Zion States/Florida
December 4, 2020
and rewrite
SUBJECT: DeCrushtickle, tickle, tickle, tickle, tickle, tickle, tickle, tickle, tickle, tickle 26
Times beyond the 16th Thrilliant Degreesesz sesz, sesz, sesz, sesz, sesz, sesz, sesz, sesz, sesz,
sesz, sesz, sesz 26 Times – America Government using Military, Army, and the Others Against
Each Other – Official Doc
Office of the Governor
New Mexico State Capitol
Fourth Floor
Santa Fe, NM 87501
Dear Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham Office, all Local and International State/Country,
Greetings to you:
I AM PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS EARTH, THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL,
GLOURIOUSNESSESSESSEZZEZZ OVER DUMZZZZZZZZZZ (GOD). THIS EARTH
BELONG TO ME AND NO OTHER CAN SAY IT BELONG TO THEM.
NO ONE AND NO THING IS HIGHER THAN I AM. I AM THE MOST MIGHTY,
POWERFUL, AND FINAL CHREATOR OF LIFE, OVER ALL LIFE, OVER ALL
BREATHING, OVER ALL ESISTENCES AND AREA, AND OVER ALL DEATH, AN
ANYTHING IN BETWEEN AND AFTER. I AM THE CORPUS CHRISTIE, THE HEAD OF
ALL STATES/COUNTRIES AND HEAD OF ALL COURTS IN THIS EARTH, ALL
EARTHSZZZZZZ, ALL CHREATIONSZZZZZZ, AND ALL ESISTENCESZZZZZZ UNDER
MY AUTHORITIESZZZZZZ.
This doc must be given to all military and all the other branches including the army, marines,
navy, police, KGB, CIA, Scotland yard, national guards. There have been many changes that the
governments are undertaking that are Mal Rule and is also illegal. For Example, Fiber Optic is
transmitted through light. Fiber Optic can damage any eyesight and it is worst when used with
devel digital that everyone is using on phones, TV, web pages and so on.
Frontier® FiberOptic, powering your devices with the blazing-fast service you rely on today to
power your home with 100% Fiber-Optic Network. You will be seeing more about the name
change from us over the next few months. Whether you are working from home, on-line
learning, joining virtual happy hours or watching your favorite prime time shows - we'll be here
to guide you through all your digital needs. https:// Frontier FiberOptic.com Retrieved
12/4/2020.
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Frontier Communications is now advertising that they are no longer using Fios which is a little
bit better than fiber Optic. They say they are now using Fiber Optic for their communication
channel. Fiber Optic and digital must never ever use in this Earth or anywhere, as it is easily
manipulated by the devels from the computer to the internet to telephone, to wireless and so on.
Fiber Optic will destroy the devels. A larger group of America military and its branches and
maybe all are afflicted by the glare from the fiber optic, as it damages the eye especially as the
devels head and eyes have many lights connected to many esistences outside, and fiber optic can
also damage their body.
All military, army, marines, navy, police, KGB, CIA, Scotland Yard, and others working for the
many governments international and domestic, you are to say, Me transport come to me clean
out. Me clean out, and me go in the right direction. About every half hour you are to say,
everything is clean.
The Amos Amogle, polma mogul devel uses the “dago” that strengthens and empowers conflict
and destruction with no break, as it goes on and on and on killing and destroying everything
illegally. The Amos devel also includes the Amight devels that terrors without any end. The
Amos devel brain is a straight line from the head front to the head back while the woman brain is
round and big. The maker of wickedness uses the long brain Kinds to be the master of
wickedness, as the round brain is not easy to manipulate. The Amos devels makes the “dago”
and they use it in community conflict, workplace bullying, terrorisms, harassment, disasters, and
on each other to name a few. The Amos devels use the dago in military devel work and in all
countries and all states to incite and develop conflict and wars. Now, the Amos devels begin
destroying the military that must never be here in this Earth or in any of my Chreations or non
Chreations and areas. The devel military is now using the command chain of supervisors to
eliminate each other. Why is Military killing and deading Military? Is the Military under Military
trick? The Mago devel uses the Amos to do wickedness. The Mago Mango Farmer devel is a
major maker of wickedness devel. Also, Greta Tum (not Tumburg) is from the Antisa Tundera
and is the same as the America devel Ahim and Aher. In those devel making they have those
devels that do scientific research on how to make new kinds of wickednesses, then they test them
on anyone, on themselves, and on others.
About two weeks ago the first hurricane hit Mexico, Honduras, and other states this year 2020, it
was done by America. Because I reported that America is the maker of the Corona Virus poison
and the corona kit, and they also use the military and navy to inject those who they say have the
corona virus. Additionally, America is using the military and navy to inject the army so the
government can use them as power and shoes and clothing, and so on. America uses the military
and its branches to destroy this Earth. Recently, America used the arm forces to bring hurricane
disasters, because I reported that Mexico newspapers gave a detailed description of how some of
their residences were found mutilated. These mutilations are the work of the American devil
government. So, America went into Mexico and destroyed the Areas and surrounding countries
with hurricane Eta and hurricane Iota.
http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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I think it was the year 2018 when I identified that Water Loop is the right name for Puerto Rico.
Then America went into Puerto Rico the same year and destroyed it with a hurricane. America
has not yet repaired the damages and paid Puerto Rico for the damages America put in the State
and those living there. In the Water loop State, there must be many water loops and the water
swirls with the right an propa Holy Water in them. The Water Loops must be maintained with
everything right in them, and everyone should know that they are to go to the Water Loop States
and swim and bathe in their Holy water loops to get rid of the devels in their skin and body.
They are also to drink the holy water in the Water Loop States. In the Water Loop States, they
have the ports for the Rican and other ports for other titles of leaders in the states. If America and
British destroyed the Waterloops and Water Swirls and all the holy water protection in the States,
they must give Puerto Rico the money to put them back where they belong, and they must be in
their right an propa format in every way, and that must be done right now. The hurricane info
that America used to destroy Mexico and other surrounding states in 2020 because of what I
wright and identified below.
Mexico – Deadly Floods in South After Heavy Rain From Hurricane Eta. 8 NOVEMBER, 2020
More heavy rain brought by Hurricane Eta has caused flooding and landslides, this time in
southern parts of Mexico. In a 24-hour period to 06 November, 315mm of rain fell in Oxolotán
in Tabasco State and 279.5mm in Escalón in Chiapas State, according to Mexico’s Servicio
Meteorológico Nacional (SNM). Previously Eta had caused devastation across Central America,
with dozens of people feared dead in Guatemala, Honduras, Panama, Costa Rica and Nicaragua.

Flood rescues in Chiapas, Mexico, 06 November 2020 after rain from Hurricane Eta. Photo: Civil Protection Chiapas
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Chiapas
In the state of Chiapas, authorities reported on 06 November that at least 19 people had died, and
more than 900 houses damaged. Fatalities were reported in the municipalities of El Bosque (4),
La Grandeza (4), Chenalhó (10) and Oxchuc (1). A total of 20 municipalities in the state have
been affected by flooding and landslides according to Chiapas State Civil Protection, with Chilón
said to be among the hardest hit after the overflowing Agua Azul river damaged almost 700
homes.
As of 06 November, Civil Protection reports a total of 906 homes, 13 roads and 2 bridges
damaged. Evacuation centres have been set up the municipalities of Juárez, San Cristóbal de Las
Casas, Ocosingo and Ixhuatán, housing around 100 people as of 06 November
Guatemala
Some of the affected areas in Mexico are close to the border with Guatemala, which has seen
devastating floods and landslides in the last few days. As of 07 November, teams from military
and civil protection were searching areas of Quejá in Alta Verapaz where dozens of people are
feared dead after around 150 houses were buried by mudslides triggered by torrential rain from
Hurricane Eta.
In the state of Chiapas, authorities reported on 06 November that at least 19 people had died and
more than 900 houses were damaged. Fatalities were reported in the municipalities of El Bosque
(4), La Grandeza (4), Chenalhó (10) and Oxchuc (1). A total of 20 municipalities in the state
have been affected by flooding and landslides according to Chiapas State Civil Protection, with
Chilón said to be among the hardest hit after the overflowing Agua Azul river damaged almost
700 homes. www.FloodList.com/America/Mexico-floods-Chiapas-Tabasco-hurricane.
BY RICHARD DAVIES IN AMERICAS, NEWSO
Hurricane Iota bashes Nicaragua, Honduras after Eta floods
Hurricane Eta to strike Nicaragua and Honduras Nov 02, 2020 ·
As of 10 p.m. Eastern time, Hurricane Eta was located about 70 miles east-northeast of the
Nicaragua-Honduras border and was moving west-southwest at 7 mph. Maximum winds were
estimated around. https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2020/11/02.
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The Government Ruin of the Earth States

Stonehenge (Wiltshire, England) Surrounded by hundreds of nearby burial mounds, Stonehenge is a prehistoric monument in Wiltshire, England.
Archeologists postulate that the site was built between 3000 and 2000 BC. Photo: Kate Williams

Volubilis, Meknès-Tafilalet in Morocco. A partially excavated Roman city founded in the 3rd century BC, Volubilis was originally a Phoenician
settlement. The city was abandoned around the 11th century AD when Morocco’s seat of power was relocated to Fes.
Photo: Mark A Neal
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The Stonehenge in Wiltshire, England above, is the many pillars of this Earth that the British
democratic devels tear down when they tear down the many Scott Kingdums and Welch
Kingdums, and Irelot Kingdums, and others they want to control, and they cannot get to control.
The British devels they tear down and cut out the Kingdums and dumped them into the oceans,
seas, lakes, rivers, and PAN and caused cataclysmic destructions into the Earthsz.
The Volubilis Meknès-Tafilalet, in Morocco is in one of the Earth states that the devel
government used fire to destroy and then they use the military stampede to cause the states to
shake (Earthquake). Earthquake is when the military wearing special made boots with many
destructive things in them and they put on either me or my children and wear them as clothes and
they go above the elevation in the area they want to destroy, and they stamp their foot down or
they include the use of heavy rollers to beat the ground and together they caused many
destruction as the areas shake up and the devels use other wicked instruments to open the ground
and they destroy my Earth areas.
In 2013, sometime in September, I saw a devel who was wearing many of my Children stomping
in an elevation in my Earth Chreations areas that was above this Earth. When I saw him
stomping, it immediately connected in my brain that he was destroying. I told him to stop, and I
told him that the stomping will cause the Chreation areas to be shake and destroy. About one
month after that, the Philippine’s earthquake happened. That area where the stampede happened
above the Earths, there was about one-month time difference between the Philippines and that
area. Many months after the Earthquake, I asked someone to look to see if the area the devel
was in if it was connected to the stampede in the Phillipenes. I also asked the time difference
between this Earth and that area I saw the devel in. When the individual looked it was the same
stampede that devel did that caused the stampede in the Phillipenes in October 2013.
In the October 15, 2013 earthquake in the Philippines, at least 69 of those confirmed dead were
from Bohol province, according to reports from the disaster management officials. Fifteen
people are known to have been killed in Cebu, and another was reported dead on the
neighbouring island of Siquijor.
At least five people died when part of a fishing port collapsed in Cebu, and two others were also
reported dead when a roof fell at a market. At least three people also died during a stampede at a
sports complex in Cebu. "There was panic when the quake happened and there was a rush toward
the exit," The tremor triggered power cuts in parts of Bohol, Cebu, and neighboring areas, say
reports citing the country's disaster management agency. Deadly Philippine quake hits Bohol and
Cebu.15 October 2013. Retrieved from https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-24530042.
Jonathan Joseph BBC reporter.
Stampede is used for many devel wickedness. Any stampede in stadiums, theatres, clubs, and
events where many individuals are, are usually done by the Military. The military they wear the
heavy government stampede long up boots, and they set up the areas before the crowds are there.
They also have the many ink condense scents that they use to hide behind, and they stomp and
http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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stomp and destroy the buildings. They also stomped on those they said got killed in the
stampede.

2013-year earthquake damages to cars and property in Cebu, about one hour from Manilla, Phillipenes

A huge crack appeared in a road in Bohol provinces from 2013-year earthquake in the Philippines

Mount Erebus is situated in Antarctica’s Ross Island, making it the southernmost active volcano on earth. It is also the Antarctica’s second
highest mountain rising to 12,448 feet above sea level. Volcanic activity has been recorded on the mountain for the past four decades.
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Mount Vesuvius is situated in Italy’s Campania region. The mountain is not notably high, as its elevation to the summit is only 4,203 feet, but it
is among the most violent active volcanoes on earth.

Mount Merapi is an active stratovolcano of average height, with its summit having an elevation of 9,610 above sea level. The mountain is located
on the border between Yogyakarta and central Java in Indonesia. The mountain is Indonesia’s most active volcano, which explains its name as
Mount Merapi translates to Mountain of Fire

The above Mount Erebus volcano/valvecanoe in Antarctica’s Ross Island, Mount Vesuvius volcano
located in Italy’s Campania region, and Mount Merapi active volcano located between Yogyakarta and central Java in Indonesia.

is among many volcanoes in this Earth. The volcanoes are many states, many towns, and many
cities that the government devels destroyed with fire and explosives. The devel governments in
http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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our areas they keep the volcanoes active as a job for the military and marines. They put the tube
valve where they want the fire and eruption to happen, then they put small canoes inside the
mountains and set them to explode causing the eruptions that the devel governments in our
esistences are using to destroy us and our properties.
Antartica that we think is an area covered in freezing ice, is My many states that the devel
governments destroyed and then they cover them with ice snow and ink condense scent, so you
think no one is still living there. There are many states in those areas and under those areas that
the devel republic and democrat governments do not want you to know esist. Antartica means
that those states have the tar for our roads and streets that is right for us and the tar that can kill
the ant and tic devels. The governments do not want them to esist, so they destroy the Antartica
areas connected to our elevations and then they use the military to make snow and to put the
snow in the areas to deceive us.

Cappadocia (Central Anatolian Region, Turkey) Cappadocia was the home of the Hittite Empire. Many of Cappadocia’s temples and homes were cut directly into the rock structures known as fairy chimneys visible in the photo
above. The earliest mention of the region’s name dates back to the late 6th century BC. Photo: Nick Wadge
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Pompeii (Pompei, Italy) Pompeii, an ancient Roman city near current-day Naples, was destroyed and buried in ash and pumice after the eruption
of Mount Vesuvius in 79 AD. Approximately 2.5 million people visit Pompeii yearly.
Photo: Francesco Minciotti

The Cappadocia, Central Anatolian Region, in My Canstantine states the devel governments call
the country of Turkey. It has many huge rocks that are the pillars of this Earth elevations that
were tear down by the government devels. A very long time after, many tried to make their
houses or homes in the ruin areas. The Pompeii ruins in the Rome states is what is left after the
many government destructions of My Children and My properties. The government used planned
fires, planned earthquakes, and planned volcano eruptions to continue to destroy these areas and
My Children.
Military Chopping and Killing Each Other
About a week after the first hurricane, two military workers and their leaders above them came
outside the earth by tearing down the Earth to get out. One of the military men came over to our
side and began to attach an instrument to boost the hurricane destructions. He began to talk and
we could hear him, and he was grumbling about the order for him to go outside the Earth to put
up an instrument, I think it could be a turbine fan. Then while he was talking and working others
heard him and asked him what was wrong. When they heard what he said, they told him he is to
remember that the things he is doing wrong can backfire on him. Then he said, Wait, of course,
that will happen, so, you know what, me is not doing it. And he was standing stretched across
two areas separated by a big gap. Because he was wearing one of those magic shoes, he could
stretch far.
The magic shoes the military was wearing is one of Me, he uses as shoes. When he got to the top
where he came out of the Earth, there were about three different individuals there. I didn’t hear
the conversation; however, I saw someone took hold of him and begin to chop him up. Then that
one also chopped up the other military person that waited in the background for him to come
back. The military leader that chopped the two down also got chopped down by the other
military leader; therefore, there were three military chopping down killing. The other military
http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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leader didn’t get back into this Earth, so he perished. About a week after that hurricane, another
hurricane formed in the same areas as before and hit Mexico and surrounding counties.
It is the america republic and democrat and the british democrat destroying my Earthsz, my
states, my properties, and my children with disasters, destructions, terrors, horrors, sick, disease,
lies, and lack. Some of the Earthsz destroyers are all the British governments with their
monarchy government, the America republic governments, all politician, all political supporter,
all Jesus/barak obama with my many christs in him, all Donald Trump/god the faada with my
many creations and many of my gogs in him, all the holy spirit devels that are the wife of the
presidents wife of the governors wife of the mayors along with the senators congress and others.
The destroyers are also all the army, military, and the branches, soldiers, militia, presidents and
their administration, all pastor, all forms of governor, all forms of mayor, America and
international wall street devel mogul and financial devel mogul, all bishop, all prime ministers
and their administration, all father, all nun, all priest, all pope, all papal, all imam, all rabbi, all
deaconess, all deacons, all church ministers, all buddha, all confucianism, all allah, all hinduism,
all sikh, all jew da, all hebrew, all brewhe, all jain doe, all islam, all bahai, all shintu, all caliph,
all imam, all sheikh, all mufti, all mujtahid, all allamah, all kings and queens, all monarchy, all
barak obama/alexander the great, marcus garvey, Sue Kelly/Tud from Department of Health and
Human Services/CMS New York, Senator/Mark O. Hatfield, George Washington, Joe Biden,
Nancy Pelosi, and Senator/Mitch McConnell. The destroyers are also the department of
homeland security with its monopole oligopole agency teef children teef border teef computer
hackers teef law enforcement destroyers explosive makers destroyers coral teefs earth interior
and outside terior teef elements teef airways and waterways teef many types of transport teef
vehicles teef PAN destroyer ocean destroyer seas destroyer and air handlers destroyer to name a
few.
The destroyers are also the many kinds of barak obama religion cults especially those called
christian church leaders, barak obama terror cult and his terror clan antesa antifa otefa oligopole
monopole terror tribe, and many others that are from areas far away from all My Dums, far away
from all My Kingdum, far away from My Earth Chreations, All Chreations, and My Non
Chreation esistencies. The Obama devels and other devels cult clan tribes is the spirits devels
that we cannot see with our natural eyes, so they wear the doll baby plastic and their outside
body is attached to many contraptions over their head and attached to their body that you cannot
see with your natural eyes, and your eyes to see them is taken out before you is born and while
you is a baby. All their devel wickedness in all esistences is the wrong doing the wrong. Since
that first military chopped event up by the military leaders a few months ago, I have seen other
America military being killed by their co-workers and higher leader in similar kinds of ACTS.
All of you devels in my Earthsz you is into the wrongestz of the strongestz of the wrongestz of the
wrongestz of the wrongestz of the strongestz of the wrongestz of the wrongestz the wrongestz of the
strongestz of the wrongestz of the wrongestz of the wrongestz of the strongestz of the wrongestz of the
wrongestz the wrongestz of the strongestz of the wrongestz of the wrongestz of the wrongestz of the
strongestz of the wrongestz of the wrongestz the wrongestz of the strongestz of the wrongestz of the
wrongestz of the wrongestz of the strongestz of the wrongestz of the wrongestz the wrongestz of the
http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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strongestz of the wrongestz of the wrongestz of the wrongestz of the strongestz of the wrongestz of the
wrongestz the wrongestz of the strongestz of the wrongestz of the wrongestz of the wrongestz of the
strongestz of the wrongestz of the wrongestz the wrongestz of the strongestz of the wrongestz of the
wrongestz of the wrongestz of the strongestz of the wrongestz of the wrongestz the wrongestz of the
strongestz of the wrongestz of the wrongestz of the wrongestz of the strongestz of the wrongestz of the
wrongestz the wrongestz of the strongestz of the wrongestz of the wrongestz of the wrongestz of the
strongestz of the wrongestz of the wrongestz.
All devels is not here them is not here them is not here them is not here them is not here them is not here
them is not here them is not here them is not here them is not here them is not here them is not here them
is not here them is not here them is not here them is not here them is not here them is not here them is not
here them is not here them is not here them is not here them is not here them is not here them is not here
them is not here them is not here them is not here them is not here them is not here them is not here them
is not here them is not here them is not here them is not here them is not here them is not here them is not
here them is not here them is not here them is not here them is not here them is not here them is not here
them is not here them is not here above the Za Za Za Za Za Za Thriliansz Degreeseszzzzzz 12 time
All devels dem is never eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva
eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva eva
eva eva eva eva here above the Za Za Za Za Za Za Thriliansz Degreeseszzzzzz 12 time.
The Tuds
The tuds and all those under them like the dud, tump, stump, trump, stud, tum, and others from their
Otesa, Otisa, airowl have a law that they should never let out of their hand, as the tuds and the others will
go into the wrong way. Them is never to ever go into other areas and they must never ever do the wrong
thing. They must never ever be into the wrongs. Them is never ever to call themselves the children of the
creator because them is not. The tuds and the others must never ever get out of where them is put. The
only time they can come out is if the creator takes them out. If it is not her, then they can not be moved.
Once them cannot be moved then nothing cannot be moved. Once it cannot ever move, it cannot ever go
anywhere. Once it cannot ever move then it cannot ever go into the other areas. So it is never moved, and
then the other areas cannot be moved. If they go into the other areas them is the violator and they violate
the others. Once they violate they will always violate and always be in the violator. If the tuds is
everywhere, nothing can be in the right way. The tud is the disasters of everything. If you think this is a
lie, you will be them next. So don’t be dismayed, as you can become a tud and then you is done. For a
very very very very very very very very very very long time, nothing is right and everything is wrong.
Many will become tuds and they will not know. Once everybody believes them is to be dead then nothing
is left, everything is dried out.

Barak Obama rat bat barabas illpill America Democrat
http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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Barak Obama
Barak Obama is never to come into the Earths or any of my esistencies. Barak Obama and
Donald Trump were in the heavens and can never come into the Earthsz, yet they are in my
Earthsz and are president leaders that do not esist. Barak is the illpill from the Otesa, Otisa
airowl esistence. Barak told me that the Congress and the Senate told him not to be here
anymore, as he has done many many wrongs. Barak said he then go into the Antisa Airowl far
away outside the Earthsz, and he bring in the Antisa devels and others to help him fight the
congress and the senate, and those that do not want him around.
Barak you is the rat bat, you is the Rabat, you is the edge rat, the bat, barrat, and Barabas. Barak
Obama you is the Armory, the Army, an you arm Me and arm Me Children. Barak Obama is the
poisonous black water moccasin snake, and he told me he is the SIN. Barak Obama is also the
Rackle snake, and its color is orangish with black. If you hear a shingling sound like wind
blowing agains trees with things shaking, it is rackle snake fighting. So you can say: Rackle
snake, rackle snake, rackle snake, rackle snake, rackle snake, rackle snake, rackle snake, rackle
snake, rackle snake, rackle snake. No rackle snake not here, no rackle snake not here, no rackle
snake not here, no rackle snake not here, no rackle snake not here, no rackle snake not here, no
rackle snake not here, no rackle snake not here. No rackle snake, no rackle snake, no rackle
snake, no rackle snake, no rackle snake, no rackle snake, no rackle snake, no rackle snake, no
rackle snake, no rackle snake. To get rid of rackle snake get blue powder and put a bit in a spray
bottle and add some salt to it and spray around area that snake could hide or crawl. You could
also peel the orange skin with a peeler or hand peel it without cutting the peel, so it is long and
curl like a snake and then blend the orange skin and then squeeze out and strain. Put in a spray
bottle and add some turpentine oil, or kerosene oil and shake and spray the area where snake
could crawl or hide. You can use the mixture on any kind of snake. The water should only be
slightly blue.
Oonu/all of you including the Obamas, Tud, Dud, Tump, Stump, Trump, and the many others
come from the West west west west North 6 times. You is from the santa, the polma, polmo, the
patriot, the xpatriate (xpat), the Otefa, Otefo, Ostiffa, Otiffa, Oterro, Ohorrow, Ora, Antisa,
Antesa, Antifa Anstiffa, original devels of devels over devels over devels of all devels and
above.
Svvavlovv/Swallow
The Otefa Antifa Tundura/Tud teef the Svvavlovv/swallow and corrupt them, then put
themselves over the swallow and continue to destroy the swallow. The swallow and these devels
are always fighting. The Swallow is the Claus and from the Claus area. The Antisa Tundura with
the swallows in his belly is the Santa Claus and these devels are not for children or adults. The
Santa Claus frightens children. The Antesa put themselves on top of the Tundera and takes over
the Tundera and became the Tundera and the Antisa at the same time, and they did the same with
the Swallow.
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Jim Crow Law
Donald Trump/Tump is the Jim Crow, the Jan Crow, and the Jons that man use as toilets in
America. Jim Crow is a wanted criminal. He is the Jim Crow law and the Jim Krow/Crow terror,
deader, and killer of my children. Jim Crow laws, in American history, are all of the laws that
enforced racial segregation, lack, and terror. www.britanica.com/Jim Crow law. Jim Crowe is the
same as Joe Biden, and they are from the Antisa Tundura esistence of devels that make
somebody and make devel wickedness. They are the Tud, Dud, Tump, Trump, Stump, Tump,
Obama, and many others of them. They use the devel wickedness on all they make to destroy
them. Then those they make got frustrated and leave their home and traveled far to get away
from their cult and acultic thinking and behavior. Then the leeders of the Antisa Tundura
followed those that left and go into the areas they escape to and put their wickednesses on them
and use them to destroy areas not theirs. They go into many esistences and areas and use their
terror on everyone and they continue to terror each other and destroy what is not their own.
They take what is not theirs, and they destroy it, as they are not happy in their areas, so everyone
that esist must also not be happy. They do not want anyone to talk to them about anything they
are doing wrong. It is them that take over everything that they do not own and take it as theirs,
and when those it belong ask them for it, they put them in prison saying they are disorderly
conduct and they must not talk to them. Only devels can disorderly conduct. Those who are not
Antisa devels cannot disorderly conduct. No devels and no Antisa Tundura and others that do not
belong in this Earth can ever be here.

Amy Coney Barrett and Donald Trump/Tump

Amy Coney Barrett
Amy Coney Barrett, who was sworn in by Donald Trump/Tump to be the new America Federal
government court lifetime judge, are you the same as the Coney of the LUR insect and creature
germination? of the class Pachydermata, which is found to exist in the caves and clefts of the
rocks, and is identified with the rabbit kind. Pachydermata is the name of another curse on you,
the Tud, and your germination. Hydroxychloroquine is never to use by any of you and is a curse
on you if you use it or any of your germinations use it. Your scientific name is Hyrax syriacus,
which is the name of a curse on you and the Tud. You know you can never be into my being and
you is here. Therefore, you put you into me so you can be into my BE. I DAMN AN I BLASS
YOU I DAMN AN I BLASS YOU I DAMN AN I BLASS YOU I DAMN AN I BLASS YOU I
DAMN AN I BLASS YOU I DAMN AN I BLASS YOU I DAMN AN I BLASS YOU I DAMN
AN I BLASS YOU I DAMN AN I BLASS YOU I DAMN AN I BLASS YOU I DAMN AN I
BLASS YOU I DAMN AN I BLASS YOU I DAMN AN I BLASS YOU I DAMN AN I BLASS
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YOU I DAMN AN I BLASS YOU I DAMN AN I BLASS YOU I DAMN AN I BLASS YOU I
DAMN AN I BLASS YOU I DAMN AN I BLASS YOU I DAMN AN I BLASS YOU I DAMN
AN I BLASS YOU I DAMN AN I BLASS YOU.
Amy Coney Barrett, are you one of Donald Trump's concubine wife and the same Melania
Trump? Donald Trump now wife is the Mannequin that looks like a statue. Mara, Mago, and
Melania Trump is the Arangua, Arangutan, Arangula, Aranguta, and a wicked devel from the
makers of wickedness located in the Arangua, near the Corona Whey dem fed Deh. The Arangua
is one of the Makers of wickedness esistences. The Arangua is extremely destructive and was
Donald Trump wife on many times that gone. The Arangula is also the Jim Crow and Jan Crow
terror devel that will not stop doing wickedness once she starts. Donald Trump said he takes the
Hydroxychloroquine and yet he has the Corona Virus. Donald Trump cannot take
Hydroxychloroquine as it is a curse on him and the other Tud, stud, tump, stump. Donald Tump
Stump Trump and Melania Tump Stump why is it that you have the pit and the bit instead of a
heart, and you do not use your pit and your bit name, you use the Corona and the Tax as the
name for your middle instead?
You are a teef and a deceiver. You are a teef and a deceiver. You are a teef and a deceiver. You
are a teef and a deceiver. You are a teef and a deceiver. You are a teef and a deceiver. You are a
teef and a deceiver. You are a teef and a deceiver. You are a teef and a deceiver.
You is fake and Bogus. You is Bogus You is Bogus You is Bogus You is Bogus You is Bogus
You is Bogus You is Bogus You is Bogus.
Get Out all of you. Get Out all of you. Get Out all of you. Get Out all of you. Get Out all of you.
Get Out all of you. Get Out all of you. Get Out all of you. Get Out all of you. Get Out all of you.
Get Out.
All of you is not here. You is not here, you is not here, you is not here, you is not here. You is
not here, you is not here, you is not here, you is not here. You is not here, you is not here, you is
not here, you is not here. You is not here, you is not here, you is not here, you is not here.

Kamala Harris/Barak Obama
Surpent
http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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Kamala Harris
Kamala remember that Allah and Buddah a sista, and them no have no neighbor, and when them in a de
hago, dem rubby rubby pan them one another (from Antisa). That is you and Biden as you two is sista in a
de same area, a pretend dat you no know one another. Kamala you faada is not from Jamaica, an no part
of you is of Jamaica. Small iland gal no mek me tell you whey you come from. Small iland gal no mek
me tell you whey you come from. You come from Antesa Colon Tundura, with you big empty hand, not a
hair pan you head, not a shoes pan you foot. Small iland gal, no mek me tell you whey you come from.
Kamala, rememba that the Colonial, Colony, Colon, Colonn, Colonique, Colonbos, Columbus, Coloni,
Colone, and others is from the Otisa Antisa they make in the Tundura. It is you Kamala Barak the
Democrat ratbat that fly into me Earth and tek over Me BritPah State and call it Democratic British for
your rat bats. Rememba dat Christopher Columbus is the same Christopher Hosten that live in New York
State, and the same Joel Osteen, the Texas TV televangelist and devel pastor pretending to be Me and
saying he is leading My Children. Rememba Kamala dat Joel Osteen/Christopher Colombus is doubled
up with you Rabat Barak as the televangelist pastor. You is a fraud and you is a bogus and you is a
cruminal criminal. Kamala Barak ratbat, rememba dat in the Antisa you have the Tao, the Zuro, the Zoro,
the Budda, the Buds, the Bude, the Confusion, the Alla, the Muh, the Baal, the Cus, the Zeek, the Zus, the
Zeeka, the Dell, the Farma, the Farmer, the Pollo polio, the Mayo, the Yaz Yaaz, the woop, the Crec, the
Croc, the Croko, the Crocus, the Dile, the Danga/denge feva, the Tile, the Priest, the Pastor, the Nun, the
decease, the Ebola and others. In the Ampillion that is inside the Tundura they have the Constitution, the
Bishop, the Preacher, the Deacon, and the Deaconess to identify a few, and you go in and take them out
and use them mal rule and illegally.

Joe Biden/George Washington/Tud
Joe Biden, you is a Tud and all tud have many curses on them. Joe Biden you is the George
Washington that shoot down my children you call Native Americans. George Washington and
Christopher Columbus came from the Urope areas in this Earth and destroyed my Chreations
areas and tear off our covering Joe Biden/Tud you is from the Denbi in the Antisa Tundura. You
spin round where you is from and turn it into your name, so you remember who you are. Joe, you
is the Tud, the Dud, the Stud, an you cant rub you in a de mud. The mud will mek you chew you
cud, you cud, you cud, you cud. Joe, you no have no hip, you is like a stick, an you is a dip stick,
an you is the siik, sihk, sikh, the sick, the sikk, and you is sick, you sick, you sick, you sick. Joe
remember that the Antisa Sick and the ill, and the ill pill no have no dill, so you cant tek from the
till, no till, no till, no till. Half-a-nose Skellington Joe Biden you have a piece a stick as you
shoulder. You have no body and you is a picture.
Joe Biden you and the other American and British leaders, the military, army, navy, airforce,
coast guards, marines, cut up my earth states and dumped them into the Oxide Seas, into the Blue
seas, into the oceans, the PAN, the lakes, the rivers, and you take them from inside this Earth and
threw them away in far away oceans and seas outside this Earthsz Kingdumsz. You also cut out
my Earth elevations and you put them many thrilliansz of esistences far away from this Earth and
many of you that are the government leaders in these states you call countries. You also put
yourselves as leaders over my Children where you put them. You cut up my earth states and you
hide my children in another cut off area of this Earth. These other Ones that you cut-off and also
hide, is not my Coloured children. You hide them away from each other, so they do not know
that many other states are hidden from view with the ink condense scent.
http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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British and George Washington/Joe Biden/Tud, you cut out My Earth elevations and you put
them on another side of the Earth where they do not belong You also hide from my children that
in the water PAN, they think is ocean, has many elevations and levels of my Children who is to
live in them. You hide the food, vegetables, fruits, meat, fish that must come from the PAN
states to my children above the PAN areas. You also hide that in the round Oceans, there are
many elevations and levels of my Children who is to live in the Ocean areas. In the PAN an the
Ocean areas, there is water on top of the esistences and under the esistencies. The Ocean areas is
to be round like the letter O an has seas an small PAN areas inside.
British Obama and George Washington/Joe Biden/Tud illpill, you destroyed my children and
you take everything away from them and you charge them tax to pay you to be their leaders.
You charge my children for their own houses they must have, you charge them for their
education they must have. You charge them for water they can’t live without. You charge them
for food they can’t live without. You take away their frank and mint machines to make their own
money that they must have. You call the counter fit money my children must make “counterfeit”
and you put my children in prison, and you destroyed them for making their own money they
must make and use. You charge them when they seek medical attention and knowledge that they
cannot live without. I Chreate my children, and they depend on me for their provision. I am their
provider and I provide everything for my children to have in the esistences I chreate for them to
live in. Nothing in my esistencies can destroy my children and yet you are telling them that your
Global Warming destruction wickedness you make and put on them, and you put in my state
areas, is their fault?
You call the destruction you put in my Earthsz Kingdumsz Ozone layer depletion and you did
not tell my children that you cut off a giganamous part at the top of My Earthsz Kingdumsz and
you threw My children and My property away like garbage when you cut off the top. You did
not tell my children that you left the top of Earth wide open so all you devels and your other
devel workers of wickednesses can come in and go out as you like. You did not tell my Children
that you bring into the Earths many contraptions and many machines, and many instruments and
many objects, and many poison potions, many sorcery tools and contraption that you use to cut
up and cut down my Earths Kingdums and to destroy the Earth interior and outside continuously
that you call Global Warming. You continuously destroy my children you said is killed, is dead,
and have accidents. No one in my areas can ever have accidents. It is the devels that are in the
air, on the ground, in the streets, are the kinds that make the accidents happen. Even though you
destroy my children with accidents and disasters, they are never dead, they are never killed, and
all they need is to get the right and propa help from the right and propa Bush physicians that are
higher in knowledge and education than the others that call themselves medical doctors or
medical physicians. All my children need is the plant medicine. The plant eyes, plant nose, plant
face, plant bones, plant skin, plant tripe, plant heart, plant kidney, plant head, plant blood, plant
lips, plant ears, plant fingers and toes. Everything my children need to live is in the plant, the
plant leaves, the flowers, the seeds, the root, the tree bark, the branches and so on. The pig is
also the other living Anima (not animal), that is to be used in the same way as the plants and
trees and flowers to repair my Children body if any devel wickedness happen.
http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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Joe Biden George Washington, you cut up my earth areas and put them on top of other Earth
areas that my children is in and you crushed my children and my belongings. Joe Biden George
Washington you take my Coloured Children who have blue skin, green skin, red skin, purple
skin, orange skin, brown skin, burgundy skin, fuscia skin, and more colours and you hide them
away on another side of this Earthsz that you cut off from their knowledge, their knowing, their
understanding, and from their transport. You use the ink condense scent and other contraptions
and cut them off, so all we see is white film that sort of looks like white cloud.
America & British Leaders

Queen Elizabeth II is Barak Obama wearing my grandmother

Gang Gang, and that is one of my grandmother’s titles

Gretchen Whitmer Donald Trump Mannequin statue
wife with Barak Obama leading the State of Michigan

http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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Senator Mitch McConnell is Instagram Chief Executive
Officer and co-founder Kevin Systrom
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Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer is same as Barak Obama doubled with Donald Trump mannequin statue wife and a tiger. Look
at the eyes to see the tiger

Barak Obama & George Washington
is Facebook Chairman and CEO
Mark Zuckerberg – look at the nose

http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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Prince Charles is Obama/Mark Zuckerberg/George Washinton

Prince Andrew/ Jack the raper groper gripper ripper–One of
America Donald Trump Inside & Hatfield/Tud

Barak Obama is England Princess Margaret
look at her hands

Barak Obama/George Washington
is England Prince Phillip

Sonja Cherry-Paul, Moderator is Barak Obama and Kamala Harris wearing me, GOD, and my mother above. Coleen Cruz is Barak Obama
wearing my Earth Children. Tricia Ebarvia is Barak Obama wearing me and my Earth Children. Akemi Kochiyama, is Barak Obma as one of my
school teachers. Tiana Silvas is Barak Obama wearing one of my Earth Children.
http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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American Top Leaders/USA Africom Leadership

This is Barak Obama wearing one of my
family – as USAfrica Leadership

New York Mayor DeBlazio/ Tundera Tud as
Mark O. Hatfield – and USAfrica Leadership

Captain Garrett Fiveash - Director, DPS Training Division
Wearing one of my family members
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Donald Trump, George Washington, Joe Biden, Barak Obama, Mitch McConnell, Nancy Pelosi
and the other American Devel President and Leaders, did you give my children in Puerto Rico
the Leprosy disease, the Syphilis disease, and the Entoba disease done as experiments in the
Tuskegee Syphilis Study and other studies? Did you destroy my children's enzymes and
molecules and changed their skin colour, changed their hair color, and changed their inside, so
they are not to have their Entoba meal before bed, and they are not to drink alcohol to protect
their body before they go to sleep? America, why did you changed my mixed Indian children in
Puerto Rico to albino mulatto with rough natty hair and rough skin? I want you to make a public
report on all experiments conducted on my children in all the nations of each state. This report
must be in the Newspapers, radios, the internet, the journals, and newsletters for many months,
so all of us get to know about it. Barak Obama has a long line of devel germinations, and they
are many barak obama and other obamas from the Otesa, Ostiffa, Otiffa, Oligopole, Obtusa,
Obtesa, Obtulsa devel airowl esitence. The Obamas put themselves as leaders in many countries
while looking like the residents and wearing them as face mask and body mask.
My Belongings
My children and I are in our own belongings and yet we do not know who we are. You take
away our belongings and you hide them, and we do not know what is right or wrong in our lives,
as you are the wrong things that must never be here, and you find ways to put you and to keep
you where you can never belong. You destroy us and destroy our belongings, and you say it is
because of global warming. You are the kinds destroying what belong to us and you are saying
that it is us destroying our own. You say our atmosphere is destroyed because we esist in our
own belongings, and we should not breathe, and we should not eat food, and we should not live
on the ground, and we should not eat meat that is right that we are to eat. You say we are to eat
the insect and the LUR devels animals that is you. Everything I Chreate in this Earth is for us, for
my children to use, and there is no harm to us. You America and British is the death, the killing,
the terror, the sickness, the disease, the cancers, the HIV AIDS, the lack, the disasters, the
destroy, and everything wrong. If the things in this Earth was harmful to us, then I would not
Chreate them, and I would not put my children in them. Every food we eat have carbon dioxide
in them, and our body has carbon dioxide in it, so you do not come into our body. Our food is to
nourish our body. We are not insect, and we are not to eat insect. You have the military, army,
navy, marines, and the others eating those you call humans in their canned foods. We are not to
eat you as you are poison. You is not to eat us, and we are not food. You do not belong. You do
not Be. You do not Live. You do not have Name or Nyam. There is nothing name find, so no one
can find anything anywhere. All the American founders, the British destroyers founders, and all
the other devel founders and finders are devels, and they are the satans, and they are not here and
never is here.
America Armed Forces
American Military, why do you continue to inject me and bloat my body up with injection so that
I am three times bigger than my normal natural weight? Why do you put black paint on my skin
that changes my skin colour and you sucked out my blood and you suck out my skin, and you
wrinkle my skin, and you burn my skin. You burn my face several times and my face now has
two big red burn mark under my eyes. You are here in my house opening it, walking into my
http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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house, living in my house, using the black ink condense scent to hide from me and to hide when
you capsize me and destroying me and attaching many things to my house that is destructive to
me and the community. Why do you remove many important things from my computer and from
my information? Why do you blacken my elbows, my face, my fingers, and my foot? You take
away my books from my house and my mail from the federal post office. You take away my
food and you take away my money and you take away my belongings. Why when I cook my
food, you destroy me so I cannot eat my food? Why do you dig out my head middle and put me
to sleep when I am watching the TV?
Why are using the shimmery shimmery ink condense sent to hide behind and you are many
pouring into my house and opening my house so that I cannot sleep, I cannot eat, I cannot do
anything every day. You destroy my computer and have many O’devels with zoners that locked
my computer so I cannot use it when I want to. Why do you put many headwears that you make
on my head when I am on my computer, watching the TV, or sleeping, and you are melting my
head and melting my brain, and you are melting my hair that you tear and ripped out so I have
many bald spots in my head? American military and others why are you continuing to dead and
kill my family in the multiples many times a year? Why do you continue to burn, sting, bite, and
destroy me in my own belonging? Why are you using the cork hands to crawl on my skin and to
destroy me? Why are you living under my house? Why are you here in my house cutting down
my back yard and cutting over my house in the different elevations of my Earth Kingdumsz?
American Military, Army, Navy, Marines why have you changed my hair colour to red and you
bleach my hair white on my head? Why do you use instruments to attach to my body and you
attach the heavyweights to them and tear down my face and you tear down my skin and you put
the aging paint on my face and my body so that I must look old and destroyed? Why do you
shave my head, shave my arm, and shave my pussy when I am sleeping? The Military and other
Armed Forces, what have you done with everyone the states and hospitals say died in the Corona
Virus epidemic? Not one of them died. Give them back to their families. Give them back, give
them back, give them back, give them back.

All of You STOP all of the Wrongs You are all Doing Right Now.
America military I want you to tell me and everyone what is the Polma, Jerryboan, Munci, Muni,
Munic, Masonic, and the other devel leader of devels over devels over devels 4 times doing in
my Earth Kingdumsz and leading the devel Marys that are over the Congress and over the
Senate? Why did you and your governments bring them here?
Shame and disgrace on you Shame and disgrace on you Shame and disgrace on you Shame and
disgrace on you Shame and disgrace on you Shame and disgrace on you Shame and disgrace on
you Shame and disgrace on you Shame and disgrace on you Shame and disgrace on you Shame
and disgrace on you Shame and disgrace on you Shame and disgrace on you Shame and disgrace
on you Shame and disgrace on you Shame and disgrace on you Shame and disgrace on you
Shame and disgrace on you Shame and disgrace on you Shame and disgrace on you Shame and
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disgrace on you Shame and disgrace on you Shame and disgrace on you Shame and disgrace on
you Shame and disgrace on you Shame and disgrace on you.
A few weeks ago, while I was sleeping, the military and the marines wake me while they were
injecting me and cutting my skin deep and pouring white powder granules into my flesh. They
had a very large heavy bag with them with many instruments, many needles, and they had many
apparatus with them. They attached something to my house, and they cut out the wall and they
come into my bedroom through the wall. My marines that should take care of the oceans, seas,
PAN, rivers, and lakes are part of the devel military and that is unthinkable. My marines have
become devel doctors operating on me while sleep. These are the things all of you do and then
you put my children in the prisons saying you find narcotics on them and you find narcotics in
their blood. Why are you doing these things? You are a SHAME SHAME SHAME SHAME
SHAME SHAME SHAME SHAME SHAME SHAME AND DISGRACE.
The British and the Americans are in Cahoots
Before, the British leaves the European Union, they were already working with American
Donald Trump. The British suspended their government illegally for about two weeks in the year
2019 and that is similar to Donald Trump shut down of the federal government in the year 2018
to 2019 for more than 30 days causing work disruptions and many federal workers not having
money to pay for their daily living, so many had to stand in line waiting for food to be given to
them. In April, 2018, British, America, and France launched airstrikes on Friday night against
Syrian research, storage and military targets as President Trump sought to punish President
Bashar al-Assad for a suspected chemical attack near Damascus last weekend that killed more
than 40 people. America and friends have no right to go into Syria and they violated the Syrian
residents when they went in. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/13/world/middleeast/trumpstrikes-syria-attack.html. By Helene Cooper, Thomas Gibbons-Neff and Ben Hubbard, April
13, 2018
In 2020, while America and British had the highest number of Corona Virus cases that continue
to climb higher each day in 2020, Donald Trump allowed the British to come into America
carrying the government Corona Virus infection to America. According to the New York Post, as
a result of the global Corona Virus pandemic, America President, Donald Trump says he will
suspend all travel from many European countries in a desperate effort to halt the coronavirus.
Trump announced the unprecedented travel ban Wednesday night in his second Oval Office
address. Trump said, “We will be suspending all travel from Europe to the United States for the
next 30 days,” Trump said, “The new rules will go into effect Friday at midnight.”
The ban will apply to travelers from the 26-country Schengen area, meaning visitors from
countries like Ireland, Russia, and the United Kingdom would not be barred, the White House
clarified after Trump’s speech. Retrieved from https://nypost.com/2020/03/11/trump-suspendstravel-from-europe-over-coronavirus-fears. Trump suspends travel from Europe over coronavirus
fears by Steven Nelson.
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Mark O. Hatfield/Tud
Former United States Senator

Mark O. Hatfield Jr/Tud-DHS/TSA

Mark Odom Hatfield was an American politician and educator from the state of Oregon. A
Republican, he served for 30 years as a United States Senator from Oregon, and also as chairman
of the Senate Appropriations Committee. A native Oregonian, he served in the United States
Navy in the Pacific Theater during World War II.
Mark O. Hatfield Jr is the Assistant Aviation Director and Chief Security Officer in charge of
public safety and security for Miami International Airport (MIA) and Miami-Dade County’s four
general aviation airports, responsible for directing day- to-day security, police, and fire rescue
operations. Hatfield brings more than 20 years of experience in the areas of transportation
security and large organization management.

Photo Courtesy of Dan Ball
Dan Ball/Mark Hatfield/Tud -OAN TV Journalist
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Dan Ball/Tud is a One America Network News Anchor. Dan Ball was born on January 4, 1963
in Memphis, Tennessee, USA as Daniel Webster Ball. He is known for his work on The Sore
Losers (1997). He was a freelance photographer based in Memphis, TN, specializing in Art,
Portraits and Reportage. In 2017, Dan Ball officially launched his campaign for California’s
36th Congressional District, currently held by Congressman Raul Ruiz. He said “as an Air Force
veteran, former news anchor, local realtor, and a father, I’m concerned about the direction we’re
going”. Look at Dan Ball teeth as they overlap, crooked, and have different colours. He could be
wearing many of those they said dead in the Corona virus pandemic, as the devels are eating
each other and eating my Children they can never eat. Dan Ball is the same Mark O.
Hatfield/Marcus Garvey of America Senate and Department of Homeland Security/TSA.
Retrieved from https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0050355 and
https://coachellavalleyweekly.com/air-force-veteran-former-news-anchor-dan-ball, October 18,
2017

OAN TV Journalist/Jerry Springer/Ted Turner/Howard Stern/Jerryboan

This One America News Network journalist right name is Jerryboan that is a woman Polma and
one at the very highest top of the Otesa, Otisa, Antesa devel esistence. Some of his names on
America TV are TV host, Jerry Springer, Jerry Stringer of TSA, Jerry Springstein, Ted Turner
movie actor, and he is from the Obama devel airowl esistence. He also works for Excelsior
Community Management that is under Lockeed Martin federal government contractor devels and
that is a dummy bogus organization that is funded with my money. This Jerryboan I have seen
snooping in my back yard, looking through my window. I have also seen him in the outside areas
where I am working and he is using many instruments to take pictures, and to capture
information as he said someone gives him the job to document me. I have seen the Excelsior
workers put small instruments in the anima that is in the community and near to me, so they can
capture information. I have also seen them push down into the ground objects that can capture
information in my backyard. Jerryboan why are you snooping around in my backyard and why
are you in my community again? The Home Owner Association/HOA voted never to use
Excelsior Community management again a few years ago. Then in December, a few weeks ago,
we received information that Excelsior is back to serve the community again when they were of
no use before. This tells me that politicians and the federal government are leading the HOAs,
and that is so very wrong. There was no warning of this intention to use Excelsior, and it was
http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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very sudden and suspicious. Excelsior management and workers, you do not belong, and you do
not belong to this community.
Excelsior management get out of my community and get out of my Earth areas. Excelsior
management never ever send any of your workers to snoop, to take pictures or videos of me or
anything for me. Excelsior management, do not put instruments into the anima and the LUR in
my community. Excelsior management do not put any instrument or objects in any part of My
yard, or on the house I live in, or in the community I live. Barak Obama is like this Jerryboan as
they are both from the same airowl esistence. Since I have been reporting on the Corona virus
explosion and Barak is connected to the Corona virus explosion and the military, barak puts the
excelsior management in my community so that he can do snooping and other devel works of
wickedness. Barak Obama splits himself into many trillions, he multiplied himself in many
trillians, he copied himself in many trillians, he duplicates himself into many trillians, he has
many trillians of relics and many trillians of realms of himself, and not to mention the many
thousands or more of sisal barak, fiber barak, paper barak cardboard barak etc etc etc etc. The
American military and army and the other branches have maybe about a quarter of their work
force or more that is Barak Obama. Excelsior Management, get the Blue draas raas klaat grass
klaat bumbo hole out of my community HOA and never ever ever ever ever put your face in this
community ever again.

Ted Turner/Jerryboan with Michael Jackson as his nose

Robert Edward "Ted" Turner III is an American media proprietor, producer, and philanthropist.
As a businessman, he is known as founder of the Cable News Network, the first 24-hour cable
news channel. In addition, he founded WTBS, which pioneered the superstation concept in cable
television, which later became TBS. All these TV ownership is a lie as my TV stations are for
me and my children and not for devels that do not belong in my Belongings. All of the Tuds you
see present here are wearing somebody as their nose. Retrieved from https://en.wikipedia.org
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Jerry Springer/Jerryboan/Tud with Michael Jackson as his nose

The Jerry Springer Show debuted on September 30, 1991. It was developed by WLWT to mimic
the format and look of fellow talk show The Phil Donahue Show, all the way down to Jerry's
haircut and glasses, making him look like Phil Donahue (both were produced by Multimedia
Entertainment). It started as a politically oriented talk show, a longer version of Springer's
commentaries. Guests included Oliver North and Jesse Jackson, and topics included
homelessness and gun politics. Retrieved from https://en.wikipedia.org

Howard Stern/Barak Obama/Jerryboan/Tud with Michael Jackson as his nose

Howard Allan Stern/Tud (born January 12, 1954) is an American radio and television
personality, comedian, and author. He is best known for his radio show, The Howard Stern
Show, which gained popularity when it was nationally syndicated on terrestrial radio from 1986
to 2005. Stern has broadcast on Sirius XM Satellite Radio since 2006. Retrieved from
https://en.wikipedia.org.

US Army and Military Using My airplanes and My Concorde
All Concorde usage were suspended in all our Earth areas since 2003. All Concorde that were
used in this Earth were taken from my Earth Chreations elevations areas, and the airforce, the
military, and airplane makers find ways to get them to operate in this Earth elevations in a mal
rule and illegal format. In 2020, I noticed and heard many of my airplanes passing my
community going to or coming from Fort Knox army base in America. I took a deeper notice
when I heard and saw one of my Concorde going to the Fort Knox army base. On October 9,
2020, at about 2: 50 p.m., I heard and saw a low flying long mouth personal Concorde airplane
flying over My community. This silver Concorde was going toward the America Fort Knox army
http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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base. This Concorde belongs to my mother and in my Earth areas. On November 29, 2020,
between 4:30 to 4:39 p.m., I saw one of my airplanes with a sort of whitish color with red stripe
on its wings flying over my community. On December, 16, 2020 at about 11:30 a.m. I saw
another one of My personal Concorde airplane flying in one direction over my community. Then
I heard another airplane, and it was also one of my airplanes going in the opposite direction from
the Concorde. Then at about 11:54 a.m. on the same day, I heard and saw another of my
airplanes going in another different direction from the other two. These airplanes including the
Concorde is my mother airplanes they take out of My Earth areas, after they killed her, and she is
never to be killed or to be dead. American government, military, and army, why are you killing
my children and taking their belongings? You are all a Pussy Bumbo Rass Klaat Fucking teef
and none of you belong in my Earths Chreations and not in any of my areas. Take You Bumbo
Klaat Rass Klaat Bumbo Hole Rass Hole from my Earth areas and you is a Flipping Flipping
Astia, Astia, Kanarena Kanarena dungle hole.
All my Articles and docs must be distributed to my children, sent to the various
states/counties/countries, businesses/commerce, schools, banks, colleges, libraries, morgues,
hospitals, nursing homes, churches, mosques, temples, all religious places, foreign governments,
embassies, Consulates, TVs, Radios, Newspapers, Internet sources, etc. New Mexico State
Governor’s Office employees are to distribute these documents, so all the public can get them.
All my docs including my articles must be put in the National Gazettes, State Gazettes, City
Gazettes, Town Gazettes, Municipal gazettes. My information should also be put in the National
Registry, Register, Records Management, Registrar Generals, and so on. The website is
http://www.naturalearthforall.com. There is also a http://www.facebook.com/naturalearthforall
site with other information.
Yours Truly,

Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTHSZZZZ KINGDUMSZZZZ, PHD
The Belonger
Gloriousnessessessessessezzezz OVA Dumszzzzzzzzzz GOD
Gloriousnessessessessessezzezz OVA Goodnesszzzzzzzzzz GOG
The Black Madonna
The Madonna
The Maduuza Zuna Zuna Zunga Zunga
The Madungazzzz
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